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Addlllonal Materials: MuHlple Choice Answer Sheet 

READ THESE INSTRUCTIONS FIRST 

wnte In soft pencil. 
Do not use staples, paper clips, higlighters, glue or conection flukl. 
W�te your namo. Class and Index number on the Answer Sheet In tile sp"ces provided unless 

!his has beon done ror you 

lhefe ere fony que5\ions on thiS pape<. Answer all questions. For each quadon there ore four 

possible answers A. a. c aod o. 
cooose the one 'YOU conlsdeJ correct end record your choice in sort pe ncll on the aeporate 

Answer Sheet 

Re.ad the lnstrUctions on the Answer Sheet very carefully.

Each correc;t answet WIii i;core one mark. A. matll Will nQt be dedUctsd lor a wrono answer. 

My rough wor1<lng should be done ln !In bookleL 

Take g, acceleration due to gravity (on earth) to be 10 ms" and c, the speed of light In air to tie 3 

x 1o' ms·'un\ess otherwise stated. 

Tiils document consists of Y printed page• Including thi• cover pogo 

An astronaut conducted a pendulum experimenl on the moon. The acceleration due to

gravity of the moon Is one-sixth that of the Earth. The angle of oscillations of \he fixed 

length pendulum 1s 20• and each complete oscillation takes two seconds. If the ang le 

of the oscillations 1s reduced lo 1 o•, each oscillation will lake 

A 0.3-s B 1.0 s C 1.3s IJ 2.0 s 

2 The diameter of a clay ball ls measured using a micrometer screw gauge. Dean takes 
an intial zero error reading and then a reading of the diameter. The diagrams shew an 
enlargment of the screw gauge readings. 

:! 

zero rcadi ng diamclcr reading 

� 

� 

� 

What is the diameter of the ball? 
A 1.42 mm B 1.92 mm C 1.98mm D 2.04 mm 

It takes 36.5 s for a pendulum to swing from X to Y and back again twenty times 

!,, 
,,,/' ""' .. " .. ,., 

(X) {;",'--" -' 

What Is the frequency or the pendulum? 
A 0.274 Hz B O 546 Hz C 1.83 Hz D 2.74 Hz 

4 A runner takes 9 minutes to complete a 2.4 k:m route. Whal is his average speed? 

A 0.26 ms·' B 3.75 ms-1 C 3.9 ms·' D 4.4 ms·' 
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5 A toy car is travallng at a constant speed to Iha lafL Balls are projected vertically 
upwards from the toy, one at a lime, at one-second intervals. 

5 

Neglecting air resistance. which diagram best shows a possible snapstiot of tre toy car 
and the batts after the third ball has been projected? 

•• 
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e • 

L25DJ ,lu@ 
A skier is traveling downhill. The acceleration on hard snow is 4 ms-� and oo soft snow 
is 2 ms·2• IJ\/hich graph shows the motion of the skier when moving from hard snow to 
soft snow? 
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, The density of a metal bar is 12 g cm-3. Wien a hole of volume 1.0 cm3 is drilled into 
the bar, what will be Its density be? 

A 11.0 g cin-3 e 12.0 g cm-3 C 12.5 gcm -3 

e A windmill Is pushed by four external forces as shown. 
,
o

ai 

2"' 

2tll 
- "'
2m 8N G 

F 

D 13.0 g cm-3 

V'Jhat are the possible sets or forces for F and G for the windmill to be stationary? 

Set A: F = 10 N, G = 8 N 
Set B: F = 8 N, G = 10 N , 
Set C: F = 2 N, G "' 16 N 

A SetAonly. 

B Set Conly. 
C Sets A and 8 only. 
0 Sets A, B ar.d C. 

a The diagram below shows a lamina of un!form lhici<ness. 

Where 1s the centre of gravity of the lamina most likely to be located at? 

'C• A l]fl is moving downwards at a constant acceleration of 2 ms·2. Givcm that the Wt has a 
mass or 500 kg, what ls the tension of tre cable supportng the lift? 

A 2500 N B 4000 N 
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11 A floor has a maximum loading capacity of 5 kN m·2. VVhich of the following is allowed 
on this floor? 

A An elephant weighing 50 000 N stands on 4 legs with each foot covering 400 cm2 

of the floor. 

B A 50 kg lady wears a pair of high heel shoes. Each sboe has a contact area of 9
crri2 with the floor. 

t.: A 100 kg washing machine stands on a surface area of 6500 cm
2• r

0 A designer's table weighing 1000 N stands on 3 legs. Each leg has a contact area 
of 0.1 cm2 with the floor. 

12 Air is trapped in a narrow tube sealed al one end. 11\hien the atmospheric pressure is 
75 cm Hg, the length of the trapped air column is 10 cm as shown. 

M-��j5cm 

T"IJPOd••
� 

10cm 

Assume temperature is kept constant throughout, wh!JI is_ the pressure of the trapped 
air? 

A 6cm Hg 8 85 cm Hg � 90 cm Hg D 100cm Hg 

13 A metal block of mass 20 kg 1s pushed up a rough incl1nec:i plane es shown below. 

� 
The total work done on the block from A to B ls 1000 J. ·VVhat is the work done against 
friction? 

A 20 J B 400 J C 500 J r, 600 J 

14 Bryan runs to the top of !he science block in 1 minute. There are 50 steps, each 0.2 m 
in height. What is Bryan's power if his weight is 7 50 N? 

A 2.5W 
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15 Clara observes the Brownian motion of smoke particles In air with a miCfoscope. She 
sees moving points of light. These points of ligl')l comes from 

A air particles only moving randomly. 
8 smoke particles only moving randomly 
C smoke particles only vibrating. 
D both smoke and air particles moving randomly. 

113 A f1Xed mass of gas is heated while kept at constant volume. How do the properties or 
the molecules of the gas change? 

Frequency of Average Average Speed colllsion with walls distance apart 
A Unchanged Increases Increases 
B Increases Increases Decreases 
C Increases Unchanged Unchanged 
D Increases lncteases Unchanged 

17 'Mlich of the following can be used lo measure the temperature of boiling mercury? 

1 mercury-in-glass thermometer 
2 alcohol -in-9lass thermometer 
3 thermocouple thermometer 

A 3 only B-1only C 1 and-2 only O 1 and 3 only 
' 

18 Expanded polystyrene is often used to make containers for storing ice-cream because 
the trapped av reduces loss of thermal energy by 

A radiation only 

8 conduction only 

C conduction and convection. 

D conduction, convection and radiation 
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19 A beaker contains 200 �f water � 5 °,C.. Steam al 100 °C is blown into 1he beaker of 
cold water as shown below. The process slops when the final temperature of the water 
ir the beaker reaches 90 °c.

--- -- ... 
-- --:- :-:-:-:-
:-:-:-: - _-:-:-:-_ 

=·w--�JJ' _______
Calculate the f111al mass of walertn the beaker, biven the following: 
Specific heat capacity or water. 4.20 J g-' K"' Specific latent heat of vapourlsatlon of water: 2260 J g·• Specific latent heat of fusion of ice: 336 J g·1 

A 31.6 g B 53.8 g C 231.61)- D 253.8 g 
2C A wave generator which makes 5 oscillations a second is used to produce waves in a ripple lank. 

� 

12cm 

VVhich or these is correct for-the waves produced? 

Frequency/H� Wavelength/cm Speed/cm s·• 

6 
A 0.5 12 

5 
5 12 
20 3 

15 
240 

60 
?1 A radio station broadcasts at 93 800 MHz. Wiat Is the wavelength of the radio wave in lheair'? 

A 3.20><10"3m B 313m 
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C 320 m D 2.8 >< 1018 m 
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Z2 A painter standing at the centre of a rectangulc!r room looking into a 1 rn long mirror at 
the opposite end of the room. 1 m ion. .,;., • • 

0 l)llrtor 

Paitlted• .. 

12m 

How much of the painted wall can ha see through the 1 m long mirror? 

A 1 m 8 2m C 3m D 6m 

23 Given that the refractive index of glass is 1.5 and the refractive index of air is 1.0. what 
is the critical angle when a light ray tra_vels from glass to air? 

A 226° B 30.0° C 41.8° D 48.6° 

24 Which of the following statements about ultrasound is/are correct? 

1 Ultrasound has the same frequency as the sound wave that we hear. 
2 Sound waves that human being cannot hear Is known as ultrasound. 
3 · Ultrasound travels much faster than the sound wave that we hear. 

A 2 only 8 2 and 3only C 1 and 3 only D None of the above 

25 A p0sitively-charged sphere and an uncharged sphere a. each mounted on an 
insulating stand. are placed in contacl Q Is also connected to earth by a wire. 

� 
Vl/nen the wire is removed and \hen P and Q are separated, Q Is found to be 
negatively-charged. ""'1at is the nature of materials P and Q? 

A 
B 
C 
D 

p 
Conductor 
Conductor 
Insulator 
Insulator 
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.26 \/Vhich diagram best illustrates the electric field around a positive poinl charge? 

A B 

* * 
C D 

� � 

27 40 J of energy was withdrawn from a battery as it was used for 20 s. If the e.m.f. of the 
battery was 2.0 V, how much of electrical charge was withdrawn during· that time 
period? 

A 0.1 C B 2C C 20C D BOC 

.!8 The diagram below shows how the current, I, through a filament lamp changes witr the 
pd. applied across il 

'LL 
It is not a straight line graph because 

A electnc1ly 1s used to produce hght. 
B the resistance of the filament increases 
C the filament of the lamp is of uneven thickness. 
D the potential difference from the battery 1s not stable 
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29 A 2 m long wire with a cross-sectional area of 1 mm2 has a 1esistance of 16 Q. What is 
the resistance of the wi1e If it has a cross-sectional area of 2 mm2? 

A 40 B, BO C 320 D 6Hl 

�O A household a.c. supply is coonected to the circuit as shworibelow. 

.... 

. � 

'Milch of the following dlagram show tl>e voltage V across the resistor? 

v
li\ v�• � 

,,, 

� 0 o 

fc\ 
VIV 

tis 
D 

V

F 

i �,rs op 0 

v 

a thermistor in
?� 

31 Th• di'9<= ,how, 

L.-¢---J 
What happens as the temperature of the surroundings increases? 

A The light bulb will Rash intermittently 

B "The light bulb will get dimmer. 

� The light bulb will gel brighter. 

D The light bulb is unartecfed 

• 

tis 
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22 VI/hen the terminals T1 and T2 of the Y-input of a CRO are connected to potnts X and Y 
01 the given circuit respectively, the bright spot is deflected lo P as shown In the 
display grid. 

Time ba•e 

1� 

mscm·
1 

Y-galn 

10�" 
1� 

Vcnl' 

T, 

r-1�----i 
�

If T, is next connected to Z (T2 still at Y), where will the bright spot be deflected to? 

AO BR CS OT 

33 A 3-pin plug Is wrongly wired as shown In the diagram. 11 ls connected to a washing 
machine which has a metal case. 

Yellow and green wire 

VVhich of the following is TRUE? 

A The washing machine will not function when it is switched on. 
Iii The metal case of the washing machine will become 'live'. 
C The 13 A fuse in the pfug is likely to blow as soon as the socket is switched on 
D The main circuit breaker will trip as soon as the apphance 1s switched on. 
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34 If 1klM'l of electricity cost $0.20, how much does it cost to switch one spot light rated 

at 2 kW for 6 h? 
A $0.60 'El $2.40 C $15.00 0 $60.00 

35 Three slieets of material are placed between magnets and iron nails as shown in the 

a;�

m 
m 

� nnnat � konn"Bil � lr0f\na1! 

V'vtlich of the following desatt>e the force on the nail for each material? 

Lead Iron Aluminium 
A Attraction Attraction Attraclion 
B Attraction Attraction Repulsion 
C Attraction No Force Attraction 
0 No Force No Force No Force 

36 Plotting compasses X and Y are placed on the right and on the left of a current 
canying wire respectively as shoWn 1n the diagram. 

6fo 
In which 01rections will the compass needles point? 

A B 

�r� �� 
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37 A positive charge enters a region of magnetic field as shown below. 

®®®®® 

:'::»to':" tmol;ng i!1IO 1 ® ® ® ® ®
o__..®®®®®

®®®®® 
The charge will 

A not be affected and continue to travel straight through. 

8 experience an upwards force. 

C experience a downwards force. 

D experience a force into the paper. 

36 VVhich of the following Increases the turning speed of a simple d c. motor? 

1 Increasing the number or turns of the coil 
2 Increasing the input d.c. voltage 
3 Inserting a copper core in the coil 

A 1 and 2 only. 

8 1 and 3 only. 

C 2 and 3 only. 

D 1, 2 and 3. 

39 11\/hlch of the following is/are done to minimise heal loss by industrial power 
transmission cables? 

1 Increase the cross-sectional area of !he cable 
2 Step down the voltage of the wire 
3 Use a wire wrth better insulation 

A 1 only 

B 1 and 2 only 

C 1 and 3 only 

D 1, 2-and 3 
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40 A conducting wire cuts perpendicularly through a region of magnetic field at a speed v 

as shown. 

\o\otllch of the following Increases the induced e.m.f. ? 

� increasing v 
e decrease the gap netween the bar magnet 
'3 use a patr of stronger magnets 

A 1 and2only 

B 1 and 3 only 

C 2and Jon!y 

D 1,2and3 
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2010 Prelim., Physics Paper I 505811 
ANSWER - anderson 

11 C 21 A 31 C 

2 B 12 C 22 C 32 C 

3 B 13 D 23 C 33 B 

4 D 14 B 24 D 34 B 

5 D 15 13 25 C 35 C 

6 A 16 D 26 A 36 C 

7 B 17 A 27 C 37 B 

8 D 18 C 28 B 38 A 

9 B 19 C 29 B 39 A 

10 B 20 B 30 C 40 D 

This document consists of 18 prmtcd pages including fhts cover page. 

Section A 

Answer all the questions In this section. 

Mr Koay used a data-logging system to record the speed of a falling 
brick. 

I Motion sensor 

Concrete brick 

CJ 

l 
bench 

ground 

;m, � 

The concrete brick of mass 2 kg was released from rest under a 
motion sensor. The data logger obtained the following data. 

speed/ms·
1 

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.45 0.85 1.50 1.70 2.10 2.55 2.95 

time/s 7.80 7.85 7.90 7.95 e.oo 8.05 8.10 8.15 e.20 8.25 

(a) Using the data from the table above, plot a speed-time graph in the 
grid given. [4] 
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Speed/mis 

3.50 

300 

250 

, DO 

150 

0 

01.ic.\Ta.eTi..( and a 
decomo:-essor 

a�e �Jeo le ::ee tr-tS ptcti.1.e 

000'-��-.���-+<'���1-��-1-���-1--��-4���-1-������-1-�-

7� ,� 790 7 !15 800 805 810 815 820 e2�1,me1s 

(b) From your graph, estimate the distance travelled by the brick 
[2) 

Y.x295,c035 0_516(0_490 to 0_542) 

Distance travelled by the brick is 0.516 m 

(c) Determine the loss in potential energy of the brick during the 
Journey In (b). 11) 

P.E. = mgh = 2 x 10 x 0.516 = 
The loss of potential energy is 10.3 J 

10 32 

(d) From your graph, find the maximum kinetic energy of the brick. 
[2) 

Max velocity = 2.95 m/s 
KE.= Y,mv' = 'h x 2 x 2.962 8.70 

The maximum kinetic energy of the brick is 8.70 J 
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(e) Explain why there is a difference in the values obtained in (c) and 
(d) [1] 

There 1s energy loss due to air resistance resulted in falling object. 
Cannot accept iust fnction 

A metal electric kettle, rated 230 V, 8.0 A, contains some water_ II 1s 
placed on a balance as shown in the diagram 

The kettle is switched on and when the water is boiling, the reading on 
the balance is found to decrease by 0.16 kg in 3 minutes. 

(a) Describe In terms of the motion of particles. how thermal energy is 
conducted through the metal walls of the kettle into the water. 

[3] 
When the kettle is heated up, the metal molecules of the kettle 

walls gain energy and vibrate faster about their fixed positions. 

[1) and trasnferring energy to their adjacent molecules [1). 

These vibrating molecules In tum transfer energy to the water 

mglecules in contad with the keltle_wallsJ1 

(b) Calculate 
(I) the power rating of the kettle, 

p = IV 
8.0 X 230 
1 840 

The power rating of the kettle Is 1 840 W 

[1] 
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3 

(ii) the specific latent heat of vaporisabon of water. state one 
assumption made. [3] 
Assume no heat loss to the surrounding of kettle [1] 
a = ml. 
f, : (1840 X 3 X 60) + 0.16 

2.07 

The specific latent heat of vaporizatlon of water is 2.07 MJ/kg 

(c) Explain why the surface of the kettle 1s highly pofished (1 J 

Shin}'._ surfaces are bad emitter of heat. So water 1n the kettle 

will be kept warm for a longer period time. (11. _____ _ 

Kingfishers usually hunt from a perch a few meters above the water, 
swooping down at up to 100 km/h to snatch their prey. before returning 
to the perch. The whole process is an extrordinary feat of calculation, 
not only must the bird work out the depth of the fish before rt dives, but 
it also compensate for the effect of refraction in the water In addition, 
these birds have special features In their eyes to cut out reflection and 
see their prey better. 

""t,, 117 <lot> 
,P 'v "<::.. 

air 

Fresllwat� 

(Extract from Focus magazine, Issue 219) 

'.:/�(,r\ 'Nemo". .� ,�. 

th<;[!$��· '0·

,� ,her 

��

(a) Explain what is meant by the refractive index of water? [1] 

It ,s the ratio of speed of light in (vaccwn)alr and the speed of lig.!!!_ 

in water 
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(b) Why must the bird ·work out the depth of the fish" before 11 dives? 
[1] 

The bird would not be seen at the real depth of the fish Fish would 

look nearer than It 1s 

(c) On the diagram draw a ray to show how light from the fish travels to 
���� rn

(d) Sometimes the kingfisher might not even see the fish especially 
when the fish 1s at a particular position. This is a phenomenon 
common to light when it travels from water to air. Explain what this 
phenomenon is and how it can occur. [2] 

Total internal reflectio�n�h�a=s�o
""

c
"-'
c
c.;;
u
""
rr

'"'
e�d�.[�1J,__ ________ _ 

Light must travel from U,e waler to air (denser to less dense 

medium). The angle of incidence must be greater than the critical 

angle.[1 

The digram below shows a wave approaching a beach at a speed of 
2.0 mis and the depth of the seabed at the beach. 

2.0 m/S 

� ii ��-
A B C 

(a) The wave takes 3.0 s to travel from A to B. 
{i) What is the distance between A and B? 

distance = speed x time 
2.0 X 3 : 6 0

The distance between A and B Is 6.0 m 

(ii) What 1s the wavelength of the wave? 
Wavelength = 6 0 / 2.5 

= 2.4 
The Wavelength of the wave is 2.4 m 

[1] 

[1] 
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(b) State what happens to the wavelength as the wave travels from B 
toe. [1] 

The wavelength of the wave decreases gradually as it appraches 

C. 

(c) A object is seen floating on the water. State the direction (if any) in 
which the object will move in the next instant. (1) 

U.e_wards 

(d) Determine the frequency of the wave. [2] 
Frequency = speed I wavelength 

2.012.4 
0.833 

The frequency of the wave is 0.833 Hz 
!star performs an experiment to investigate the relationship between 
object and image distance by using means of a thin converging lens. 
The setup is shown below. 

:S--""'"' 

��-
,�� �i 

. ,_ 
�-,, /' ---......... . i.-/:"""'""" If---......... . 4�� 

.. � ---

The lens is first placed such that it is 60 cm from the object The screen 
is moved to obtain a clear image that is an inverted replica of the 
object. 

The lens is now moved a certain distance away from the object. When 
the translucent screen is moved 40 cm away from the lens, a clear 
image is formed on it. 

(a} Draw, in the box below, the image observed 
lraaslcreat so=a. [2J from behind the 

(1 J 
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(b) Using a scale of 1 cm representing 20 cm for object and image 
distance, draw a ray diagram in the grid below. In your diagram 
show relevant rays. label the focal points, image, object, and 
object and image distance from the lens. [3] 

Focal length of lenses is 30 cm from question. Scale 1 cm rep 20 cm 

Image 
l,abels 

ray 

(c)·From your ray diagram, determine the distance between the object 
and the lens. [ 1 J 

120 cm (accept 116 to 124 cm) 

When spray are used to paint the metal car body panels, the result is 
sometimes patchy, with some areas being missed. One way to 
overcome this problem is to use 'electrostatic spraying· as shown in the 
diagram below . 

0 0 O O nozz

r

le , 
0 00 ° --

°t> :o: 

Paint droplets 
(Positively charged) n 

p int 

(a) Explain why the droplets spread out as they leave the nozzle. 
[1] 

The droplets spread because they are of the same charge 

ositive). Like charges repel each other. 
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(b) State one advantage of using electrostatics in thrs way to paint the
metal parts. (1 J 

less paint is neeeded. Paint more evenly spread out. Either one 

(c) Suggest how the paint droplets become positively charged upon
leaving the nozzle [3] 

The paint droplets rub against the nozzle as they leave{1j causes 

electrons from the paint droplets to be transferred to the 
nozzle(1). Droplets has less electrons becoming positively 

�arged[1]. 

The digram below shows a DC circuit. You can assume the voltmeters 
have Infinite internal resistance and the ammeters have negligible
internal resistance. 

Determine the reading in all voltmeters and ammeters when 
(a) S, and S2 are opened, [2] 

No current will flow through VI and A2 so they will have O value 
V2 has high resistance so reading will be = e.m.f = 5 V 
A 1 = O since current will be negligible as resislance is almost 
infinite. 

(b) s, is opened and S2 is closed, (1) 

V1 and V2 has almost Infinite resistance hence negligible current
flowing through. Hence Vt = OV V2 = 2.5 V 
Hence A 1 and A2 = 0.25A 

ANL)ERS0N SECONDARY SCHOOi 
Ph>"uc.,\J>11ptJr 1 
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(c) S1 and Si are closed. [2] 

Total current in the circuit (A 1 and A2) = 5 + (10 + 10) = 0.25 A 
Reading on V1 = V2 = 5 + 2 = 2.5 V

Ultrasonic waves are emitted by a transmitter to measure the depth of
the sea. A receiver 1s used to detect the reflected waves and the 
signals are shown on a cathode-ray oscilloscope or CRO 

---
Ii I Ii ..--, iIT.'j�1

-· 1-··r-1T1. -, ! I ! .
j 1-,-n -fl-----+.--- 4 I I !_ I !

__ --t---;-J i -:-----r I ' r r-...... I I I l I I I ' 
, I I . 

I I ·_1_ · ! l ��-1 j I! 
�� �---1� . _J__ 

(a} What do the two pulses shown on the CRO represent? [2] 

The bigger pulse represents tge uktrasonic signal emitted bt the 
source (1) The smaller pulse represents the signal reenected 
from the seabed.fl 

(b) If the speed of sound in seawater is 1200 mis and the lime base of 
the CRO is set to 0.2 second per division, calculate the depth of the 
� � 

Time between the two pulses c= 10 x02
2s (1) 

Distance travelled by the wave = 2 X 1200
2400m [1] 

The depth of the sea = 240012 
1200m [1] 

ANDFR�NSECONOARYSCHOOL 
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Section B 

Answer all the questions in this section. 
Answer only one of the two alternative questions in Question 11 

Read the following passage about the induction cooking stove. 

Cast Iron pot 

.

:

0 .. 230 

a.c i . ..::.'f:: I I ), \._ r--f: j 
�---··--"' � .. _______ I,' 

Figure 9 

oil 

Metal chassis 

An induction cooker uses a type of indU<:tlon heating for cooking It is chiefly dis1inguished 
from other common lorms of stovetop eool<lng by the fad that the heat 1s generated 
direciJy on the cooking vessel, as opposed to being ge,nerated In the stovetop (as in the 
case of electrtcal coils or burning gas) and then transferred to the cooking vesseL 

In an Induction atovetop. a localized coll of copper Wire is placed underneath the cooking 
pot. An alternating electnc current Is made to flow through the cal, which produces an 
oscillating magnetic field. This resutts on heat be,ng generated In lhe cooking vessel over 
ii_ 

The oookJng vessel or pot for the above case must be made cf a magnetc material 
(fermmagnellC) and elec!ncaDy conductivil Princtpally, the coil induces an electnc current 
in the pot, which produces resistive heating proportional to the square of the current and to 
the electricaJ resistance of the vessel, 

Secondly, ff also creates magnetic hysteresis losses in the pot due to tts ferromagnetic 
nature. The first effect dominates: hys\eresis losses typically account for less than ten 
percent of the total heat generated_ 

Induction cooke11 are faster and more energy....tfocient than traditional electric coolctops; 
moreover, they allow instant control ol cooking energy, which no energy source other than 
gas offers Because rnduction heats the cool<lng vessel ttself, the posSl�hty of bum Injury 
is significantly less than with other methods only skin ccntad wrth the coolung vessel Itself 
(or, when high heat has been use<l, the stovetop for a while after the vessel has been 
removed) can cause harm. 

Par1,a/Jy extracted from Wikip.-dia 

4N0ERS0NSECONOAIIYSCH00L 
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(a) Why must an alternating current be used by the coil to produce 
heat in the pot? [2] 

A.C. is needed so that an a changing magnetic file be J>!oduced 

In the coll !1) This field will induce an alte'!!_aling current In the 

ot.(1 

(b) State 1wo ways in which heal can be generated in the pot 
(2) 

Current flowing in the pot will generated heat loss through 

the resistive metallic pot (12 R). [11 

Heat produced by hysteresis losses�----------

(c) Jenelle uses a pot made of copper as a cooking vessel as he 
thinks that smce copper Is almost a perfect conductor of 
electricity he wtll save energy by decreasing the lime to cook his 
food using his pot. ls he right? Explain_ (2] 

No, U) heat produced depends on resistance in the pot_. ___ _ 

Material with no resistance would not generate as much heat loss. 

11 Material Is not a magnetic material. 

(d) On Figure 9, draw the magnetic field fines generated by the coil. 
Must draw field through the pot [1 I

(e) The cooker requires a voltage of 110 V. It is connected to a 
mains of 230 V a.c. via a step-down transformer. Determine the 
turn ratio of the transformer. [1 J 

Turn ratio - 23 : 11 (23111) 

Al'IPERSONSECONDARYSC1i00L 
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(f) The cod draws a current of 8 0 A Given the efficency of the 
transformer is 80%, determine the primary current of the 
transformer. (21 

230><1p = 
Ip = 

08(8x 110) 
3.06 

The primary current of the transformer Is 3.06 A 

(g) State 2 possible reasons why a transformer suffers from energy 
loss though heat. [2] 

Heat loss through Eddy(mduced) current. [any two) 

Heat loss through resistance in the cable. 

Heat loss through hysteresis 

(h) There is a safety feature missing from the induction cooker to 
reduce the risk of harm caused by current leakage. Explain what 
this safety feature is. ( 1 J 

Earthing should be implemented or 3 pin plug with the earth cable 

connected to the metal chassis of the cooker. 

ANDERSON SECONDAJIY SCIIOOL 
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10 The figure shows a U-tube manometer connected lo a gas cylinder of 
large volume. The atrnosphenc pressure Is 76 cm of mercury. 

"" 

To9n 
o 11 - A 

.,...,,. 
_,. 

·�
,. 

30 

4' 

.. . ,0 

(a) What 1s the pressure at point A and point B in the nght and left lube 
respectively? [21 

Pressure at point A = 
Pressure at point B = 

76 cm Hg 
76 + 30 = 106 cm Hg 

(b) The l.ap is opened and mercury ran out until the level in the left tube 
drops to the 50 cm mark 
(I) Assume that the pressure In the gas cylinder remains constant, 

what is the new position of the level in the right tube? [2] 

Level al Left hand tube dropped by 50 - 40 = 1 O cm 
Level al Right hand tube will increase by 10 cm to 20 cm mark. 

(ii) Explain how you arrived at your answer. [3] 
The pressure of the gas �hnder and the atmospheric pressure 

Remains the same 11). hence th� differe�nce between the levels 

Of the mercury in A and B remains constant 11] Since B drops by 

_1_0 cm, A will also drop by 10 cm to 20 cm mark.[1 trendyline



11 EITHER 

A crane with 2 beams attached, is seen liftmg a load on its side. Both 
beams can be adjusted. Beam A is adJusted such lhat it is 
perpendicular to the ground_ Beam B which consists or a pulley at rts 
end is adjusted such that it is parallel to the ground The mass of the 
crane without the 2 beams is 10 x 103 kg Each unlfonn beam has a 
mass of 500 kg. 

10m 

1m BeamB 

BeamA, '5m 

D 
� 

pulley 

Beam A 
10m 

Grounc r-, .•,. t: J s.z ,or >< >-< 
vv 

15m 
F rent View S.de View 

l2m 

The weight of the crane, W is positioned at the center or the metal 
frame of the crane. 

(a} Define moment of a force. 

The �uct of a force and its perpendicular distance about 

about a point or pivot 

(1) 

(b) The load has a weight of 25 x 103 N. Explain with mathematical 
evidence whether the crane could support the load [3] 

Total anti-clockwise moment by weight of the load and Beam B 
[25000 x (1 o - 2)] + [5000 x (5 - 2) = 215 000 Nm 

(1] 
Total clockwise moment by weight of crane only: 

100 000 x 2.5 = 250 000 Nm [1) 

Hence the moments by the weight of the crane Is greater than the 
load and beam B so the crane is able to support the load. [1] 

ANTlFRSONSECOND,'.RYSCHOOL 
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(c) The crane has a "wing" attachment deployed as shown in the 
diagram below 

D 

Explain the purpose of this "wing" attachment. State what else can 
be done to the crane (without add-on modifications to the crane) 
such that the neccessity of using the "wing" attachement can be 
reduced. [3] 
The attachement is to provide the crane with better stability.[1 

It Increases the base area of the crane as well as lowering the CG 

Of the crane.[1 J Adding load on to the crane at the base of the 

beam A or adiust Beam A and B such the resultant 

moments by the load is reduced.[1) 

(d) On a particular windy day, lhe load expenence an easternly gale 
force of 50 kN as shown In the diagram below. 

50k.N 
� 

force 

Using means of a scaled vector diagram. determine the tension m 
the steel cable [3) 
Seate· I cm rep IO kN 

50cmor50kN 

Not drawn to scale 
Bern!� 
or25kN� 

cm or 57 kN 

Tension of1he cable 1s 57 kN (accept 55 kN to 59 kN) 

I\NDERSON SECONDARY Sr!IOOL 
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OR 

(a) The d1a9rams below show a simple d c motor. The ends of the 
single loop coil ABCD are soldered to copper p,eces X and Y which 
make contact with springy metal strip P and Q A cell is connected 
across P and Q_ Figure 10a.2 shows an end view of the 
arrangement. 

=rr 't= 
'-----i•·11t-• __ _. 

Figure 1 Oa.1 

0� ,--------,) s 

V 6----·J
1·�--·-· ·-· . -r·---,,- '

(.f""
·---� 

Figure 10a.2 

(i) Show with arrows on Figure 10a.1 the direction of the current in 
the loop ABCD and label It /. [1 J 

(ii) State lhe direction of rotation of the coil 
Anti clockwise direction from the front. 

[1] 

(iii) Explain the working operation of this motor. Include 
explanation the purpose of the commutator. 

in your 
(3) 

When current flows into the coil through the magnetic field of 

the magnet, forces will be prodcused such that the coil will turn 

1 )the commutator resverse the current In the coil every half-

cycle[1) so that coil can turn continously in 1 direction.[1) 

ANDf.RS0NSEC0NDARVSC'H00L 
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(b) Wai Ji designs a simple doorbell as shown in the diagram below. 
When switch S is pressed and then released, two notes of identical 
frequency 'dong-dong' are produced. 

4( 

-',r-

'Klfl.--onscwW19 
IL/ 
I 

si�l /�''',J,X/,.'P'
/ 

1 .. �--,
, cL _,. .. on� 

r ' i  ... 

� \ :..I 
haml'l'I« 

(I) Explain how the two notes are produced. [2] 
When switch S 1s dosed, iron core magnetised attracting hammer 

Hammer strikes bell and make first do�. Switch 1s 

releasedCircuit Is broken iron core loses ma_g_netism. hammer 

swings to other metal plate producing second dong [1] 

(1i)Wai Ji makes the foUowing statement 

"The bell will still work if the battery is replaced with an a.c. 
source." 

Do you agree? E><plain your answer briefly. [2] 
No, [1 ! Current will alternative loo quickly. Hammer will move 

A little not enough to strike metal plates. 

(iii) Suggest one way to increase the loudness of the bell. [1) 

Increase current, or increas�_turns around core 

ANDERS014 SfCOI-IDARY SCHOOL 
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1 hou 

An:wter ALL the que.slions on the answer sheet (OMS) provided 

A cybndncal, can is rolled along me ruler as shown In the diagram b,;,low. ll rolls Oller 
twice before reaching the final pos1bon. 

=m,:Q
'°'

�Q t:i,J,l'lder 

r111r1111111111,}11111i111111111 
0cm ; 10 15 20 25 30 3S 

What IS !he radius of lhe can? 

A.loan B. 6.0cm C 12.0cm D. 24.0cm 

2 Toe average speed between X and V in ihe speed-lime graph shown is 

A 6.7 ms·'

S1)e!ed I ms·1 

20 -�·-········· ·-···· y 

10L-

O 1 2 l 
t,mels 

B 13.3 ms·' C. 150ms' 0. 20.0ms·' 

40 

::; The diagram shows a model hot-air balloon. Why WI� the bag and the box rise 11'1 a COiet 
n,om? 

A Air pressure is smaller mside the bag than outsJde. 
B Toe candle flame blows up the bag 
C. The bole is lighter Olan alr. 
D Wann air iS less dense than cold ai 

2 

trendyline



4 Two ident1eal balls X and Y were dropped from a �q;i bulding at the same time_ X fell 
from the top of the buBding whlle Y fen from ha.I way up as shown below_ 

X 
000 
ODO I y 

aoa l 
000 

ll'lhlCh Of the folklwvlg speed-time graph shows the cooe.::t relationship,, between veloctty 
and tme for balls X and Y? 

5 

6_ 

A 

spet,,,;·x

�e 0 

speed 
C /X 

0 

<Jeed 

t 
I( 

I 
/ 

�-
0 

O speed 

ume 

1------ )( 
time 

ll'lhefl a horizontal force of.4N Is app.WOO to a wooden blcdt ol mass 2 kg oo a hortzootal 
surface. the biDck moves With• constant velocny_ If the lon:e Is lnc.t'eased to 10N. wtiat 
WID be the acceleration of the block? 1 

A. 2mls1 8. 3 mls2 c_ 4 m/s2 D s mis� 

The densities or metals X and Y are 7 .6 glcm' and 3.0 g'cm' respectlvely_ The metals of 
equal mass are melted and mixed to fom, an alloy. 

l/'lhat is the density of the alloy? 

A 1.2Sg/cm3 

8 2 lSg/cm' 
.; 4.30g/cm3 

o 5.30 g/cm' 

3 

8 

A e& drwer stepped oo the accelerator when the traffic light turned green. The graph 
below shows how the resu�ant force on the car vanes w«h lme 

-le=_
0 nm•

Which graph Shows the variatJon of the car's speed wrth tme? 

-d �Ml 
A B 

1 __/ I c= I 
0 - 0 llme 

l<>eod ·-
I 

C 
. 

D 

l �I • 

0 
l1n>9 0 llme 

Four blocks are placed on a plank. The end or the plank, X. rs then slowly ralstd. If \he 
blocks do not slip on the plank, wtllch block woukl be the frst to topple over? 

�' 
9 wan the polentlal energy of an iron bal that falls from a he,ght of 100 m Is converled Into 

thennal energy. what Is Ille nse in temperature Of the baJl? (Specif.c: heat cap,city ol .-on 
is 590 JlkgK) 

A. 0.SK 
8 1.69K 
C. 273.5 K 
D_ 274.7 K trendyline



·,ti In the diagram below, 3 identical uniform metre rules are pivoted at the mid-point 0. In 
order to balance the rules horizontal!)", weights W, A, Band C are placed on me rules as 
shown. 

ArTBnge in ascending order. the magnitudes of the raaction rocces (1 ). (2) and (3) at O 

� T O T 
w A 

A. (1), (2), (3). 
B. (1), (3). (2) 
c. 12), (1),(3), 
0 (2), (3), (1) 

(2)... 

l l 
'N 

I 
T 

B 

\3lt 
�f 
T Q T 

'II C 

' i, What ls the total weight of the atmosphere pressing down on " flat hori�ontal roof of 
dimensions 4,0 m x 1.0 m 7 (Given! atmospheric l)feuure= 10,000 Fa). 

A. 250N B. 1250 N C 20000N D 40000N 

1: Whdl quanllty musl be the same fort.o.s, bodoes -1 lhey are lo be ui lhermal equilibrtum? 

,\. internal energy 
C temperalvre 

ll potl!flllat energy 
D. mass 

1;, Wh&n a metal Is heated. which ot the following will occur? 

The atoms can move freely •. 
The atoms have a larger ampliiude of vibration. 

111 The average kinetic energy of the aroms ls Increased. 

A I and II only B. II and Ill only C. I aid Iii only C. I, II and Ill only 

14. A rauky thermometer roads 10"C and 90"C v.t>on placed In metung tee and steam 
respeciNely. If this thermometer is unifonnly graduated, find the true temperature 'f the 
thl!!fflometer reads 40"C. 

A. 27.S"C B 32.0"C C 375"C 0 42.0"C 

.J. An immersion heater is useo to boil of! water at 100 •c The total mass of the beaker and 
waler Is found lo change from 270 g to '50 g with the k11oWalt•hour meter showing 
difference In the reading of 0.07 kWh. 

The spedlc talent heat of vaponz.alion of water In kJ kg 1 .s 

A 4704 B. 3024 C. 2100 D. !680 

• ii. The diagram below shows a gas cylnder v.tl!Ch con1a1ns a constant mass of gas at a 
iemperature o( 30 •c 

�
�I 

I , 
g .. ---t ;4- c:ylnle-

f ! 

... __i 

When the p·ston Is pulled upwards, the pressure decreases. Why os this so? 

A There is a larger a -ea of cyinder i� contact with 1he gas 
B. Tho Intermolecular forces between gas molecules decrease 
C. The gas molecules colide with each other less often 
O'. The ga� mc1ecules colide with the cyUnder wan less often. 

• 1. A 1hemlometer uses a pnyslcal property that vanes w1th temperature. Wlllch of the 
followlng c.oukl not be used as lhe basis fO!' a thermometei? 

A em f developed by two metals joined togelher 
B, lengtn of a thread of mercury 
C. volume of a fixed mass of air 
� weight of a f0<ed mass of air 

<&. The diagram shows u,e path of a ray of light as It sl:lkes lhe water-to-air boundary. 

air 

IF��� 
111/hal II ch• 1peed of light vi waler 7 (Given· •"""'1nfl,oht•30 • 1o" mis) 

A '.93x1o*mls 
B. 2.30 x 1c' m/s 
C.30C)10•mlli 
0, 3.2C x 1o" m/s trendyline



1 S. Two plane mirrors X and Y make an angle or 60° with each other. If a light ray PO strikes 
the mirror X at z. making an angle of incidence of 60', the angle of reflection at mirror Y 
is 

� 

�,, �p � 
�,?J 

�� 
"y 

A P" B. 30" C. 60" D. 90' 

2r. A ray, XY, parallel :o the principal axis of the lens L passes through L as shown in the 
diagram below. Where will the other three parallel ra�s converge after passing through L? 

j-rTrrrrrn-ITTll i ! TI I ! i I I
i ; 1 1 I i. I I I I ! 71\ I 1 ! j 1 

T-m·-�� �1
Y

:l�m�f� tt= +: .... ·:r··==!Gf+;. �P: 
1 

I i I I I T I i i I! i 

t±l=:H·-l·:l.:l::E8--l--·F+1-1-+---ffii··1--
2'. W'lich of ��e following statements correctly describes the similarities between water 

waves and sound wa\les? 

A. Both travel at the same speed. 
Ej. Both can propagate In space. 
G Both can be reflected. 
D. Both travel fastest in solids. 

2�. When souno waves travel from one medium into another, ·,he wavelength changes 
because 

\. the fre�uency changes. 
" the speed changes. 
C. the attraction between the molecules of the med um changes. 
D. different media have different temperatures. 

7 

','.\, A 200 m race is run on a straight track and the liming is taken using an electronic device 
as well as manually by a ttmekeeper at the finishing line. The timekeeper starts the watch 
as soon as he hears the sound from the pislol and stops the watch when the winner 
crosses the finishing line. 

Given th&: the speed of sound in air is 300 ms·'. and the electronic device records the 
correct tl"'le as 24.0 s, whal is the time rewrded by the timekeeper? 

A. 22.5 s B. 23.3 s C 24.7 s D. 25.5 s 

2.\. Three energies are listed �elow_ 
(i) the energy of a 3 m wavelength radio wave 
(i� the energy of X-ray 
(iii) the energy of yellow light from a sodium lamp 

Which of the following puts these energies in order or increasing magni\uoe? 

Pc i, ti, iii 3. I, ill, ii C. ii,iii,I D. iii,ii.i 

2�. Whal type of Image is produced at the back of the human eye? 

?•j_ 

A. real, upright, same s:Ze 
B real, bverted, diminished 
c. vi'1ual, upright, diminished 
D. virtual, Inverted, magMied 

X and Y are two light metal balls suspended using nylon threads. When a positively 
Charged rod was placed between these two balls, ball X was attracted towards the 
charged rod but the ball Y was repelled away from the rod. 

attracled 11 l_. 
W'lich of these is the correct conclusion about the charge on each ball? 

A. 
B. 
C. 
D. 

Ball X 
negative only 
negative or neutral"'" 
negative or neutral· 
negative only 

BallY 
posrtive only 
positive or neutral 
positive only 
pos ltlve or neutral trendyline



27 Two wires P and Q, each of !he same Jeogth and !he same material. are connected in 
parallel to a baflery The diameter or P is half that of a.

1/Vhatfraction ol lhe JOlal current passes through P? 

A.. 0.20 B 0.25 C. 0.33 D 0.50 

28. The diagram belOw shows the current-voltage relationships for four different types of 
ohmic conductors of the same length. 

i·' 
� •V 

D 

Suppose oll four conductors: are connected in parallel and .a h�NP.JY i� connected across 
them. 

Which ol the conductors (A, B. C or 0) wlll allOw the least amount of charges lo pass 
through it at any one time? 

29. A 2.5 !ill resistor Is connected in series with a llghl· 
dependent res,stor (LOR) and a 15 V d.c. power supply. 
When light shines on the LOR, its resistance drops from 
1200n to 5000. 

LD.R. 

15V :[] The voltage across the LOR When lignt is 5hinlng on it 1s 

A. 2.5 V 
C. 7.5V 

8. sov 
0 12.SV 

2.5 kO 

30. Two reslsrors X and Y have the same resostance al'ld are connected ., series to a ba!W)' 
of neg1ig1bte internal resistance. Wher the key K 1s opened, the power disslpaled by X 
alone Is P. 

X 

c�,g j·
H !he key K 1s closed, What is the po..er dissipated across X? 

A. 4P

C. 0.5P 
B. 2P 
D. 0.25P 

9 

31 Whlcl'I of the followrlg Is not a form of a variable resistor? 

� T t 1 
A 8 C D 

32. Why can birds stand on an overhead lransmiss,on line without being electrocuted? 

A. The. bodies have very high reslstar.ce 
8' There Is no potenlial dltrereoce between their feet 
C. lheir reel are very good l(lsutators. 
0. The spaces between their feathers act as insulalors. 

�3. The diagram shows two w�es X and Y. Each wire carries current ol the same magnttude 
out In opposite directions. The wires are placed in a region ol magnetic field, which acts 
at tight angles to the plane or the wires 

w,rex WlteY 

X X X X X X p Q 

....,__. 

X X X X X X 

X X X X X X 

X X X X X X Mag net•: field acts 
into the � ne cf the 

X X X X X X paper 

IMtat wrtl be the directiDns off� on wires X and Y. 111enns of ancbon P and 
dRcilon Q? 

A. 
a 
C. 
0. 

Force on wire X 
p • 
p 
Q 
Q 

Force oo wire Y 
p 
a 
a 
p 

34 A relay ,s an electrical component 

A. whose res<Stance ilcreases wdh locteasing temperawre 
B Iha! allows cument to flow in ooe direcllOII only 
C. IM\Ose resistance deaeases wrth Increasing fight inten sty 
D that uses a loVM:Urrenl clrcurt to sw,lch a high current circu,t oo or 011. 
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3S Diagram 1 sr-s the megnebc field pattern near a oar mognet and an obJect XY 
Diagram 2 show$ the pattern that is oblaill!d when XY is lumed around.. Whal is 'X'(7 

d,ag-am 1 diagrarr 2 

� ()·" y 

�JW $ i 

A. copper rod 
8 A magnet with the North pole at X 
C. A magnet wtth the North pole at Y 
I:> A rod of soft Iron 

� In which situation Is 1 kWn of energy expended? 

j\ a 40 W lamp used for 2:ii hours 
to a 2000 W healer used for � hour • 
C a 100 n resistor with a constant potential difference ot 200 V for Y. hOur 
D a 100 n resistor carrying a constant current of 0.5 A for 4 hours 

17 A lamp ls connected to lhe 5e¢Ondary coil of the transfoemer by long leads which have a 
reSistance of 2 5 0 as snown In tne diagram_ (In the diagram, the resistance of the leads 
as shown as a sngle resistor or value 2.5 0.) 

"'""' 

YOCa�,;.., 
�4(JV 

pt.,r,a-yC<lll 
1600tuns 

"'5is!anted 

leaCS 

� 

1r tne ctJrrei,t ftovmg through the tamp is 2.0 A. what is the vonage across the resistance 
o( the leads and the lamp? 

Voltage across the leads 
A 2.SV 
8 5.0V 
C 5.0V 

0. 5.0V 

Voltage across the lamp 
9.5 V 
7.0V 

19V 

115V 

II 

38. Tte figure below shows the dtsplay on a CRO with the lltn&-base and voltage SEllSilrvily 
set al 2 ms/div and 4 V/div respedrvely. 

Vlihich of the following best shows the display when u,., settings are changed to 4 mS1d1v 
and 2 V/div? 

A 

+·+
C. 

+
D 

* 
39- T NO bulbs P and Q are connected 10 en� transfonner as ,nown below 

D !Ft 
Which of tt,e fo!lowvlg statements Is true when sw!tc!'i S is closed? 

(� The brightness of bulb P decreases. � 
(i) The reading of the ammeter increases X.. 
(ii) The reading of Ille voltmeter remains unchanged. 

A. (I) only 
e,.. (iii)only 
C. (i) and (iQ oniy 
D. (Ii) and (Ill) only 
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I 

I 

40_ A 240 V SO Hz supply is connected through a transformer to a diode as shown below_ 

'c] 
1 L, 

240v! 3 
501-lzL___} 

R 

What Is the resuhlng voltage across R? 

•,;13 
C VoltagoN 

0_02 T1111a/s 

60

h 

('\ 

��· 

·rt9-_ 
O VottageN 00�-

- END OF PAPER --
@@@ 

Answers 

1 

I
2 

I
3 

A B D 

11 
I 

12 
I 

13 

D C B 

21 
I

22 

I
23 

C B B 

31 I 32 

I
33 

B B !:I 

4 

B 

I 14 
C 

I
24 
B 

I
34 

D 

s 
'. 

6 

B C 

15 
I

16 

C D 

25 
I

26 
B C 

35 I 36 
D B 

I 7 

I 
8 I 9 I � I D C B 

I 17 
I

18 19 I � I D 8 A 

I
27 

I
28 29 

I
30 

IA D A A 

I 37 

I
38 

3ffi B A B C 
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Section A (50 marks) 

Answer all the questions in this section. 

Fig 1 1 shows a trolley P oc a honzontal table. Fig. 1.2 stows an ldenbcal trolley Q, which as 
loaded with steel bars, on the same table. A horizontal force of 10 N IS apphed to each of the 
trolley for a bme of �s. Both trolleys are imtJally at resl __, 

�-----, 10N 

I p � 

>.77753»,,.7 ?»g)W; 

Fig. 1,1 Fig. 1.2 

(l) After 0.2 s, trolley P moves to the right with a speed of 5 mis but trolley Q moves to the right 
with a speed of 1 m[s. Elcplain why these speeds are difle'rent. 

.[2) 

(�/ Trolley P Is oow turned over so that ii is resting on its top surface. as sllOWrl in Fig , 3. 

Fig 1.3 

Explain why a force Of 1 o N acting tor 0.2 s now results in a very smafl speed af\et o 2s and 
why that speed rapidty reduces to zero. 

1c) The mass of trolley P Is 0.50 kg. Calculate the gravitational force actong on trolley P when the 
trolley Is near the surface of the Earth. (The acceleration of free fall is 1 O m/si at the surface 
of the Earth) 

grav,tatJonal force = 

2. (21 Slae the pfinciple of moments foc a body In equd1bru 1m 

(b) A cesk lamp 1s illustrated m Fig 2.1 

Fig. 2.1 

0Pv$k 

i"'"·:::;r,;�� ,-Wda 

,c. .... - I / d). "<' 
2.0N t '•,...,, ll9ht bulb 

OON 

.................. (2) 

[2] 

The lamp must toe constructed so that It does not topple over when fully extended as shown 
1n F19. 2 .. 2. The base of the lamp is circular and has a radius of 10 cm. Othe· dimensions are 
shown on the figure. The total weight of the tight bulb and shade is 6.0 N and each of the two 
unifom, arms has weight 2.0 N 

tit&! Ol'II second aim 
Fig. 2.2 

I:!

de:,i( 

{;j On Fig. 2.2. draw an arrow to represent the weight of the base (1] 

(f':1 Tile lamp will rotate about the point P If the base. ls not heavy enough. us, the principle of 
moments to calculate the minimum weight of the base required lo prevent toppling. 

3 
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minimum weight= ...• ><...... ... . ....... [3) 

3 A sphygmomanometer is commonly used by doctors to measure a patienrs blood pressure. The 
inflatable blood pressure cuff 1s wrapped around the pal,enfs upper arm, and the cuff ,s inflated 
by squeezlrg on the rubber pump repeatedly until the desired pressure is obtained. The patient's 
blood pressure Is then determmed by the doctor listening to the blood flow in lhe patient's arm 
while lhe pres.sure is released 
For a particular pabenl. the a,r pressure in the cuff was inCreased such that !he mercury level 
rises as shewn 1n Fig. 3 (not drawn to scale). 

mmHg 

ISO 

Fig, 3 
\00 

lo pump ano blood 
pressure cuff 

(a) The mercury rises to 150 mm above the mercury level on the right. The atmospheric 
pressure for the day is 760 mm Hg. 

(:j calculate tne pressure difference (01 SI unls) between the air pressure In the blood 
pressure cuff and the external pressure. (Dens,ty or mercury =13600 kg/m') 

pressure difference = .. "'-·-- •.. (21 

(i� Calculate the pressure (:n mm Hg) at a po1n1 5.0 cm under the surface of the mercury 
on the left tubP 

�ure=:-:-.,., ... .J·""' [2'. 

(b) Explaln why mercury is us� in the sphygmomanometer even !!)<>ugh it is poisonous . 

.. . ....... (2] 

4 

,I F,;i 4 shows two similar round-bottomed Rasks placed at the same distance above a 100 W 
lamp. Flask A is blackened while flask 8 1s coated with white pa,nl Both flasks are filled 
completely with water. The flasks are sealed with stoppers connected by a U-tube The water 
le,els in the U tube are at the same level when the lamp Is not switched en. The space above 
tl1e water level 1n the U-tube IS filled with a,r 

Fig. 4 

I, ,i- air 
U-lube ------l $lopper., 

A 

The lamp 1s then switch on for 3,0 minutes. After 30 minutes, the water level from flask A ts 
observed to have risen more than the water level from flask B. 

(3J Explain the difference Ill the nse of the water levels from the two flas<S. 

1tl) 

.......•. (31 

Explain, using the kinetic model of matter, why the pressure of the trapped air in the U· 
tube increases as Its volume decreases. Assume that the temperature of air remains 
constant 
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[31 

5, (a) A polyelhene roo may be charged negatively by rubbing d wrth a cloth but a copper rod 
held In the l'land cannot be charged In this way. 

(1) State clearly vmat have happened 'M1ell the J:Olyethene rod is being Charged. 

.[2J 

(1i) Explain why the copper rod cannot be charged in this way, 

[21 

lff11 Suggest what could be done to charge the copP8I rod by rubbing 

(1) 

(b) A copper rod is Charged negatively and is hanged freely by an Insulating lhread as shown 
,n Fig 5. An eanhed metal sphere is lhen brought near 1L 

r---- · - � · - · - - - ·----------

fig. 5 

(I) State what happens to the copper rod. 

0 metal sphere 

� 

.. ... [11 

6 

{ff) �raw the charges on the metal sphere on Fig 5 [1] 

e. Toe cucuit shown In Fig 6.1 Is used to produce the 1-V Charactens!lc of the lamp. Tlus 
charactenstlc is Shown in Ag. 6.2 

12V 

1/A 

30 

2.0 

.0 

� 
0 

-, 

r.� .... -

�l 
;:F·

Fig. 6.1 0 2.0 4.0 6.0 8,0 10.0 12.0 V/V 

Fig. 6.2 

(e} A VOitmeter and an ammeter are required In order lO Obtalll the necessary readings. 
Draw on Fig_ 6.1 the appropr1ale posltlons or the two meters [2) 

(b) For the lamp opera.bng under normal conct,tions With a potenbal difference of 6.0 V�aaoss iL 
calculate 
Ii} the res1Stance of the lamp, 

(:i) the power suppl!ed to the lamp. 

resistance " ... • (21 
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power" . •. {2] 

7. Fig 7 1 shows the inside of a mains-operatlld hair dryer. The fan can either blow hot or cold air. 
Fig 7 .2 ls a circuit diagram or the same dryer, showing how rt IS wired up for use. 

FIQ 7 I 

, []:�now : -C<*lo1t 
: - . ! lrlet I 

' Fon :
! H:

o

,-1----4-A-I--�-

I Fan �IOI J' l"llnn'""'? 
�c fig.12 

(�1 Show, by placing ticks in the table, wllch switches need to be switched ON to get the results 
shown. [2) 

Result Switch A Switch B Switch C 
A blow or not air -� -
A blow of cold a,r 

(b) Tne heater must not t>e switched on wthout the fan Which one of the switches must always 
be switched ON to achieve this? 

switch.... . ... [1] 

(c) Explajn what you would expect to happen w the heater was switched on, and the ran failed 
to work. 

[2] 

, ld) Explain why the ha(r dryer Is normally wired to a two-pin plug rather than a three-pin plug 

8 

8 

"" [2] 

(l?) Fig 8 1 shows the south and north poles ot two bar magnets bemg placed dose to and 
racing each other. 

Fig 8 1 C s} \N
L

Oraw the magnetic field pattern oe,ween the two opposite poles [1] 

(b) State two differences (,n terms of magnetic properties) between a soft and hard magnebc 
maleri;,t 

.[2] 

{ .. 1 Fig 8 2 shows an elktrornagnef !llat controls 'two tamps,/' and B': 

Fog 8.2 

A 

t. , @ l 

;'A'IOI --f,
II j 

wl\-;:l)n 
arrna:ure 

�soft-i:o,, 
core 

a 

Lj�� 
Explain Why lamp A goes off and lamp B hghts up when the switch Is dosed. 
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....... [3] 
Section B (30 marts) 

Answer all the questions in this section. 
Answer only one or the two alternative questk>ns in Question 11. 

9. (a} A 1111n convetg.fng !eris w1u, principal lu..:i "' F, arid F 1 terms a real n,age 1 al lhc pooltion 
shown in Fig 9 1 Five small squares of the graph represents 1.0 cm 

Fig. 9.1 

(1) Draw appropnate rays to tocate the postuon or Ille object and lawl Uie objec.t o (3) 

(hJ Measure and record the distance ol the object from the lens. 

object distance = .... , .•.. (1J 

(iii) Detennlne the magnification of the Image. 

10 

magnification: .......... , ............... [21 

9. (b) Fig. 9-2 below gives the speed otwater waves in meues per -.T.HHJ for viUDu" wavelengths 
an� for 4 different depths of water. 

()apth/m 

Fig. 9.2 

0.001 

0.1 0.67 
1 0.67 

\.0 0.67 
100 0.67 

Wavelength /m 

o.oi 0.1 1 10 100 

0.25 0.40 0.93 0.99 0.99 
0.25 0.40 1.25 2.95 3.13 
0 25 0.40 1.25 3.95 9.33 
0.25 0.40 1 .25 3-95 12.S 

(ij Describe, in general tenns, how the speed varies Wl1h lhe wavelength, lo a depth of 1 o m . 

. ............. (1) 

(1� State the relationship between the speed of water waves and the depth or water for a 
Eertain wavelength or o 1 m or less. 

[1) 

(lli�Calculate the frequency or a water wave ol wavelength 1 O m at a depth )f 100 m 

II 
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10 (aJ Defme specific heat capacity of water. 

frequency= [2) 

. ........ (2] 

(DJ A contractor, Mr. Pl'IUa CK, uses the steam wallpaper stripper, shown In Fig 10, IO help him 
prepare his ciienfs living room for re-decoralJOO 

plate 

Fig.10 

cable 

he&ting elemellt 

When the appliance is used, water is healed untd 11 bods and produces sleam Tl:e plate ls 
then held against the waD and the stean released from the p,pe slacltens the paper. The 
following infoonation 1s shown on lhe appliance 

-

Power rabng 2.5 KW 
Voltage 240 V 
Capacity 20 litres 
Specific heat capacity or water= 4.2 Jg·' 0c·

1 

Specific latent heat of vaporization = 2260 Jg·• 

12 

Tap water at 20 'C is used to fill the lank. One litre of water has a mass of one kilogram. 

(i} Calct.ilate how much energy must be absorbed by the water to raise the temperature to 
11$ boding pollll 

energy"'··"· J (2] 

10. (b) M Calculate the time taken for the water to begin lo boll 

time= ... � ... � ....... (2] 

(<.) The appliance ls us� unbl so % or the water has been turned into steam. How much ene'll)' 
rs required to bring about this change of state? 

energy= 

(d) Explain latent heat of vaporization ,n terms of molecular motion. 

'(21 
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11 EITHER 

..•........... {2) 

(a) Fig. 11. 1 shows a U-shaped soft-Iron core. The right side or the core has a 500-turn coll 
connected to the 240 V A.C. mains The left side or the core has a 5-tum coil formed by a 
long v.1re. The eriils"or the long wire are connected to a bulb. When the AC. mains 1s 
switched on, the bulb glows. The number of turns of the cod on the left side of the core ,s 
then Increased to 20 and the bulb glows brighter. 

Fig 11 1 

(i) Explain why the light bulb lights up when the A.C mains is swHrn .. rl on? 

(it) Why do more turns make the bulb glow brighter? 

(2] 

14 

{2] 

(;Ii) Besides Increasing the number of turns of the left coil and increasmg the voltage of the A.C. 
mains, suggest another way to make the hg�t bulb glow brigllter 

11 EITHER 

(b) A real transformer 

......... (11 

The table contains data about a real transformer The load resistance, connected to the 
secondary coil, is varied to obtain the readings. 

column 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 9 

primary secondary input output load output input output 
turns wms Voltage voltage resistance curren·. current power 

/V IV /fl /A IA /W 

row 1 I 120 240 6,00 0.57 1.0 0.57 1.14 0.33 
2 120 240 600 4.00 10.0 0.40 0.80 I 1.60 
3 120 240 6.00 6.00 20.0 0.30 0,60 1.80 
4 120 240 6.00 7.20 30.0 0.24 0.48 1.73 
5 120 240 6.00 7.64 35.0 022 0.44 1.67 
6 120 240 6.00 12-0 verv larae 0 00 0.00 0.0..!>_ 

(!) State the effect of increasing the load resistor on the Input current 

.......... (1) 

(It) When the load resistor Is 1 o.o n, calculate the percentage of the Input oower that Is wasted ,n 
the transformer. 

15 
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11 

percentage wasted : ..... \ [2] 

(\;) Discuss whether columns 1. 2, 3 and 4 suggest that the transformer is a step-up or a step
down transfOl!ller? 

..... � ..

. .................. [2] 

OR 

Ultrasound techniques are used ,n the chemical engineenng Industry for measunng and 
detecnng the levels of liquld In closed vessels In one such method, the Ptilse Echo methOd, 
pulses of ultrasound are passed through the liquid under test By timing the echo of a renected 
pulse it Is possible to calculate the depth of liquid in the vessel 

The apparatus as shown in Fig. 11.2. 

The source or ultrasound 1s a transducer Separate 
pulses ol ultrasound are created using a thin disc of 
material which ts made to osclllate rapidly at a 
rreauency or 6 Mr.z. Each pulse contains just a few 
cycles ot the oscillation. with the amptitude rapidly 
decreasing v.nth time. 

The ultrasound passes into the metal of the vessel out, 
at the metal/liquid boundary, onty about 12% of the 
ultrasound passes into the liquid, the otha- 88% is 
reflected The pulse is highly directional and does not 
sp,ead OU 

Al the boundary between the hquld and the gas 1n the 
vessel very nearly 100% or the ultrasound Is reflected. 

The reflected signals are picked up by another transducer similar to the one (hat generated it, 
indeed ii Is usually convenient to use 11'8 .ame transducer for emitting and receiving the 
ultrasound 

Tte lime taken for lhe sound to travel lhrougn the IKJuid Is measured and the p<.>�il11J11 ur U1e 
liquid surface can be calculated 

[Adapted from Ultrasonic Transducers far Chemtcal and Process Plant (R C A6her Physics 
T echno/ogy, vol14)] 

Answer the following questions based on the Information given above. 

(a) Calculate the time taker for one oscillation or the disc In the transducer. 

16 

11 OR 

bme=.i .121 

Cl') Sketch a graph to show how the displacement of the matenal of the ciisc vanes with Ume as 
one pulse is created. 'ndlcale the bme involved, 

(c) Explain why, when each pulse 1s sent out onto the metal, 
fi a large pulse returrs almost 1mmed1ately. 

[2] 

.... [1) 

{;;, !hen a much smaller pulse (about 1.4% of that Initially passing Into the metal] returns. 

... [2) 

r:i'/ Calculate how long the ultrasound w'II take to return to the transducer given that the 
thickness of the metal is , o cm and the dept'1 of the ijquid ls 30 cm. Take the speed ot 
ultrasound In the metal as 5600 mis and m lhe liquid 1500 mis 
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